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The importance of human resource in the
business is increasing day by day. In the past,
human resource means labor. It is an input
factor during manufacturing processes. But
today, instead of labor, many businesses use
intelligence as a human resource input during
the profit generating process. The equipments
and machines have replaced by knowledge
and skill. The importance of human resource
has changed greatly from the past decades.
However, the way that accounting system
records and presents human capital remains
unchanged for hundreds of years. Although
the importance of machines and office
equipment has been decreased, they are still
“assets” in the balance sheet. Compare to the
human capital, instead of assets, the
accounting recorded human capital input as
an expense, a deduction from revenues
regardless whether the human capital is
critical to the business or not. The improper
recording and presentation of human capital
in accounting reduce the usefulness of
financial statements, such as the implication
of  “book value”. Which leads investors and
creditors have few references when making
decisions regards to those heavy human
capital input and knowledge incentive
businesses.
In this study, we discuss the possibility of
human capital capitalization and human
capital items, after interviewing several real
world companies, we choose one as an
example to check the effect of human capital
capitalization toward financial statement
analysis ratios. Finally, we discuss the ways
and methods to present human capital in the
financial statements.
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